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Topicality of the research: shows that nominative sentences are one of the most
widespread types of sentences in French language, but their analysis is not carried
out completely, this way of syntactic expression wasn't a subject of independent
complex consideration till today. In the theory about nominative sentences there is
a number of controversial questions. In particular, issues of the status of the
nominative sentences aren't resolved, the question of possibility of its autonomy
from other nominal sentences stays not examined. The problem is also represented
by semantic aspect. It causes expediency of research of nominative sentences in
modern semantic theories of the sentences.
Objectives of the research: to reveal structural, semantic and functional character
of nominative offers for the purpose of definition of their place in system of
syntactic structures of French language.
Tasks of the research: 1) to uncover the essence of the nominative sentence as
special syntactic structure in French language;
2) to define possible values of nominative sentences and to classify them;
3) to reveal features of functioning of nominative sentences in superphrase unity;
4) to reveal specifics of nominative sentences in literary and art and publicistic
functional styles of the speech.
Theoretical and practical significance: the comprehensive analysis of the French
nominative sentences as one of the main units of the French syntax is carried out
for the first time. And also functioning of these sentences in the text is traced and
investigated.

Results of the research: - nominative sentences represent the statements
consisting of one main member who is expressed by a noun.
- nominative sentences are very undeveloped section in the syntax of French
language. It can be explained to those with a research way which was chosen by
the French linguists who consider the whole case nominal the bezglagolnykh of

offers against two-member verbal sentences.
- the main role in formation of nominative sentences is played by the
semantic nature of a name. It has to be those words which mean subjects and the
phenomena and what can be carried to evident sensory perception. Here the
phenomena, actions and states which can be carried to temporary extent belong.
- studying of nominative sentences from the point of view of semantics
allows to draw a conclusion that value of the nominative sentence directly depends
on on the reviewer of the statement.
Recommendations: the results of the research can be recommended to translators
and interpreters, to professors of French linguistics working at different types of
educational and linguistic programmes.

